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1. Report authors
2. Report sponsors
3. Purposes of the Lytton examination:

§ Understand wildfire conditions, how homes ignited, how 
community destruction occurred

§ Communicate principles common to all WU fires, and 
fundamentals which allow communities to become fire resilient

§ Make recommendations for materials, design and best 
practices for rebuilding and maintenance of fire-resistant 
Lytton communities 

4. Methods of the examination

Examination Background



Presentation Outline
1. Using available science, describe how structures ignite 

during extreme wildfires as a basis for understanding how 
the Lytton Wildfire disaster occurred.

2. Describe behavior of the wildfire affecting the Lytton 
community.

3. Describe rapid wildfire exposure of the Lytton community.
4. Explain the ignition of Lytton homes & business, and burning 

of the community.
5. Show how local conditions determined structure ignitions.
6. Discuss opportunities to prevent structure ignitions & future 

disasters.
7. Offer our specific recommendations to Lytton authorities.



Wildland fire is not just a threat to be 
eliminated and controlled…



Successful management of inevitable wildland fire 
requires we recognize fire…

Ø As a Natural Disturbance
Restoring fire as an appropriate ecological process 
resulting in Fire Resilient Landscapes

And simultaneously …
Ø As a Natural Hazard

Preventing disastrous community fire destruction 
resulting in Fire Adapted Communities



As a Natural Disturbance
Available science has revealed:
• European discovery and settlement in North American 

significantly reduced wildland fire area burned as a 
sustaining ecological factor for most landscapes, and

• Over a century of wildfire suppression has largely 
eliminated wildland fire as an appropriate ecological 
factor resulting in a condition called...

THE WILDFIRE PARADOX:
Attempted exclusion of inevitable wildfire has 

increased the potential for extreme wildfire 
conditions over extensive areas.



To manage wildland fire as a Natural Disturbance,
we need to accept wildland fire as an inevitable, appropriate and 
essential ecological process requiring restoration at landscape 

scales of all fire regimes, low and high intensity.



This presentation addresses inevitable wildland fire as a 
community threat – A Natural Hazard

The Lytton Wildfire Disaster is a principal topic…

First we will establish how structures ignite during extreme 
wildfires to better understand how the Lytton Wildfire Disaster 

occurred…  
and show how wildland fire can be both a natural disturbance

and prevent community wildfire disasters.

This poses a profound conundrum…
How do we manage wildland fire as an appropriate ecological 

factor at landscape scales without community fire 
destruction?



Paradise, CA   2018 Camp Fire

Can you explain this unusual pattern of destruction?



Paradise, CA   2018 Camp Fire

This is the typical pattern of destruction!



Commonly, people see the destruction…

Without seeing the rest.



Typical patterns of Wildland-
Urban (WU) fire destruction 
do not support high 
intensity wildfire flames 
sweeping through 
communities. In fact…

The total destruction in this 
scene occurred more than 4
hours after wildfire activity 
ceased near the community.



This total home destruction 
was ignited by flame contact 

from low intensity surface fire 
spreading to the homes.

Los Alamos, NM  2000 Cerro Grande 
Fire



Homes burning 
hours after the 
wildfire passed 
the community. 

Intense wildfire 
never spread to 
the residential 
area.

Houses are 
burning but not 
the tree canopies.



The unconsumed tree 
canopies amid total 
home destruction 

indicate:
• Wildfire flames did 

not spread though 
the community,

• Burning trees did 
not ignite the 
homes.

• Burned trees were 
ignited from 
burning homes.



Although initiated by wildfires…
Wildfires do not spread through communities.



Community fuels – structures and vegetation –
continue fire spread within the community.
The community burns without the wildfire!



Fire is a combustion process that occurs at the fuel.

Fu
el

Heat

Oxygen

Required
for

Combustion

Fire is not a “thing” that independently travels from place to 
place like tsunamis, floods and earthquakes…

Fire requires a sustained sufficiency of fuel and heat.



Fire spreads when ignition requirements are met locally
at adjacent fuels in a stepwise process –

including extreme wildfires.



Because of fuel discontinuities, intense wildfire flame 
fronts do not spread into and through communities.

Fuel treatments and fuel breaks principally change 
wildland fire behavior within the treatment; however, 

fire spread does not necessarily stop.



Crown Fire 
Spread

12 meters



Crown Fire 
Spread

Burning Embers

Total home destruction without crown fire.



Burning Embers – Principal Ignition Mechanism



Burning Ember Ignition Experiments

Conducted at the IBHS Research Center
(Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety)
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Residential fuels – burning structures and adjacent 
vegetation – are significant sources of burning embers 

that continue community fire spread hours after 
significant wildfire exposures have ceased.



Burning embers generated by burning homes.



Burning embers generated by burning homes.
Burning embers generated by burning homes.



WU fire is determined by meeting combustion requirements local 
to flammable structures; thus…

Fu
el
Heat

Oxygen

Required
for

Combustion

Creating insufficient fuel and heat at structures can prevent 
community fire destruction.



Wildland-Urban Fire is Determined by
Ignition Conditions Local to Structures

Fu
el

Heat

Oxygen

Required
for

Combustion

Homes/structures
Burning embers and 

flaming materials on and 
adjacent to structures.

Wildland-Urban (WU) fire is a structure ignition problem,
not a wildfire control problem. 



Intense, simultaneous community heating from 
wildfire flames does NOT occur. 

Local conditions determine home ignitions.



Within what distance are conditions local?



WU Fire Research Results – Defining Local
Modeling Experiments Examinations

• A home in relation to burning materials within 30 meters principally 
determines home ignitions during extreme wildfires. Typical 
extreme wildfire flames are not sufficient for wood ignition beyond 
30 meters .

• Given burning embers, ignitions are determined by embers 
accumulating on a home’s flammable materials. 

This area is called the home ignition zone – HIZ.



Organization and dimensions of the HIZ – Local Conditions



Total destruction does not indicate high 
intensity wildfire exposure!

Without available protection, small ignitions 
result in total destruction.



HIZ conditions – home ignition vulnerability in relation to 
burning embers and burning materials within the HIZ –

determined these results.

Local HIZ conditions were not 
sufficient for home ignition.

Local HIZ conditions were
sufficient for home ignition.

Wildfire suppression was not necessary Structure protection was not available



The Lytton Wildfire Disaster
Examining the Lytton community fire disaster…

Local HIZ conditions determined the structure ignitions 
resulting in their total destruction.



The Lytton community destruction exhibited the same general 
pattern of destruction adjacent to unconsumed vegetation.

2017 Tubbs Fire, Northern California



• Wildfire conditions were extreme;
• Neither high intensity fire spreading through tree 

canopies, a crown fire, nor significant canopy torching 
occurred;

Wildfire Behavior at the Lytton Community



Surface fire without conifer canopy burning – no crown fire.

(The scene does not include Klahkamich area, IR 17, off to the right.)



• Wildfire conditions were extreme;
• Neither high intensity fire spreading through tree 

canopies, a crown fire, nor significant canopy torching 
occurred;

• Extreme surface fire burning through grass, forest litter 
and light shrubs rapidly spread to and along Lytton 
community boundaries;

Wildfire Behavior at the Lytton Community



Rapid surface fire growth in grass and light shrubs.
(Not the Lytton Creek Wildfire)



• Wildfire conditions were extreme;
• Neither high intensity fire spreading through tree 

canopies, a crown fire, nor significant canopy torching 
occurred;

• Extreme surface fire burning through grass, forest litter 
and shrubs rapidly spread to and along Lytton community 
boundaries;

• A profusion of burning embers ignited spot fires across 
short distance vegetation gaps to continue rapid fire 
spread.

Wildfire Behavior at the Lytton Community



A “Ground Blizzard” of Burning Embers.



• Wildfire conditions were extreme;
• Neither high intensity fire spreading through tree 

canopies, a crown fire, nor significant canopy torching 
occurred;

• Extreme surface fire burning through grass, forest litter 
and shrubs rapidly spread to and along Lytton community 
boundaries;

• A profusion of burning embers ignited spot fires across 
short distance vegetation gaps to continue rapid fire 
spread.

We cannot expect effective wildfire suppression 
for inevitable extreme wildfire behavior.

Wildfire Behavior at the Lytton Community



After burning in a basin area between the railroad tracks and 
the Village of Lytton,

Wildfire rapidly spread simultaneously along 4 independent 
paths at the edges of the Lytton communities.

How the Wildfire Spread at the Lytton Community
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Times of observed wildfire locations (pm, local time):
ü 4:38, wildfire reported;

Rapid Wildfire Exposure of the Lytton Community



N
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Times of observed wildfire locations (pm, local time):
ü 4:38, wildfire reported;
ü 4:54, wildfire spreading along the railroad tracks east of 

structures on Main and 2nd Street;

Rapid Wildfire Exposure of the Lytton Community
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Times of observed wildfire locations (pm, local time):
ü 4:38, wildfire reported;
ü 4:54, wildfire spreading along the railroad tracks east of 

structures on Main and 2nd Street;
ü 5:09, wildfire burning on the west side of Highway 1 across 

from IR 17;

Rapid Wildfire Exposure of the Lytton Community
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Times of observed wildfire locations (pm, local time):
ü 4:38, wildfire reported;
ü 4:54, wildfire spreading along the railroad tracks east of 

structures on Main and 2nd Street;
ü 5:09, wildfire burning on the west side of Highway 1 across 

from IR 17;
ü 5:16, structure fire south end of Fraser Street, Village of 

Lytton;

Rapid Wildfire Exposure of the Lytton Community
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Times of observed wildfire locations (pm, local time):
ü 4:38, wildfire reported;
ü 4:54, wildfire spreading along the railroad tracks east of 

structures on Main and 2nd Street;
ü 5:09, wildfire burning on the west side of Highway 1 across 

from IR 17;
ü 5:16, structure fire south end of Fraser Street, Village of 

Lytton;
ü 5:18, wildfire across Highway 1 at the west side of IR 17;

Rapid Wildfire Exposure of the Lytton Community
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Times of observed wildfire locations (pm, local time):
ü 4:38, wildfire reported;
ü 4:54, wildfire spreading along the railroad tracks east of 

structures on Main and 2nd Street;
ü 5:09, wildfire burning on the west side of Highway 1 across 

from IR 17;
ü 5:16, structure fire south end of Fraser Street, Village of 

Lytton;
ü 5:18, wildfire across Highway 1 at the west side of IR 17;
ü 5:20, wildfire in IR 18.

Rapid Wildfire Exposure of the Lytton Community
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The Ignition and Burning of the Lytton Community

• Surface fire and burning embers initiated widely 
dispersed, multiple ignitions along the perimeters of 
the Village of Lytton, IR 18 and IR 17 within 1 hour of 
the reported wildfire;

• At 6:00 pm, less than 1½ hours of the reported wildfire 
(4:38 pm), more than 20 primary structures (homes and 
businesses) were simultaneously burning;



1

2

3

4

Lytton community burning at 6:00 pm



Based on NFPA 1710 for effective structure fire response 
without consideration for available water and firefighter 
safety:
What structure fire protection would be required to limit 
fire to the burning structures at 6:00 pm?
• 3 urban engines (Type 1 or 2) and 12 - 15 firefighters per 

structure;
• 20 burning structures;
• 60 urban engines and 240 – 300 firefighters!

Unrealistic response for most communities.



The Ignition and Burning of the Lytton Community

• Surface fire and burning embers initiated widely 
dispersed, multiple ignitions along the perimeters of 
the Village of Lytton, IR 18 and IR 17 within 1 hour of 
the reported wildfire;

• At 6:00 pm, less than 1½ hours of the reported wildfire 
(4:38 pm), more than 20 primary structures (homes and 
businesses) were simultaneously burning;

• The maximum reasonable structure protection 
availability would have been overwhelmed.



What expectations for wildland and structure 
firefighting effectiveness should we have?

• During extreme wildfire conditions, a reasonable 
maximum wildfire suppression response will be 
overwhelmed.

• During extreme WU fire conditions, a reasonable 
maximum structure protection response for ignition 
vulnerable communities will be overwhelmed.

The Ignition and Burning of the Lytton Community



Lytton community burning at 6:00 pm

The Lytton Community Burning – An example

IR 17



Example of IR 17 burning at 6:00 pm

Wildfire across highway 
between 5:09 - 5:18 pm

Fully involved 
house

Spreading 
through house

Burning shed, 
not house

Burning shed, 
ignited house

Ignited house



Time
6:00 pm

6:13 pm

6:29 pm
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b
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e

e

e

IR 17 Burning Example

• Wildfire had initiated community 
ignitions and burned out before 
6:00 pm.

• At 6:00 pm – structure ignition 
and burning has occurred at all 
5 home sites.

• At 6:13 pm – houses a, c, and e
are fully involved; house d has 
largely consumed; sheds at b
and e have largely consumed.

• At 6:29 – houses a, c, d, and e
have largely consumed; house b
may have ignited but burning is 
not evident.
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IR 17 Burning Example:
What does this tell us?

• After the wildfire initiated residential 
property ignitions, homes burned 
independently of wildfire influence.

• All the houses showing ignition at 
6:00 pm had largely consumed by 
6:29 pm; 
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6:00 pm

6:13 pm
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IR 17 Burning Example:
What does this tell us?

• After the wildfire initiated residential 
property ignitions, homes burned 
independently of wildfire influence.

• All the houses showing ignition at 
6:00 pm had largely consumed by 
6:29 pm; homes largely consumed in 
about 40 minutes (consistent with 
prior examinations of extreme WU 
fires).

• Structure ignitions, homes and sheds, 
were determined by the local HIZ 
ignition conditions of the structures 
and their immediate surroundings.



The Ignition and Burning of the Lytton Community 
Summary

• The wildfire did not spread through the community igniting 
each structure;

• Rapidly spreading, extreme wildfire initiated nearly 
simultaneous ignitions extensively across the community 
perimeters;

• Burning materials (structures and other flammables) within the 
community continued fire spread and structure ignitions well 
after wildfire had burned out at the community perimeters;

• Structure ignitions were determined by local HIZ conditions.



The Ignition and Burning of the Lytton Community
Summary

• The wildfire did not spread through the community igniting 
each structure;

• Rapidly spreading, extreme wildfire initiated nearly 
simultaneous ignitions extensively across the community 
perimeters;

• Burning materials (structures and other flammables) within the 
community continued fire spread and structure ignitions well 
after wildfire had burned out at the community perimeters;

• Structure ignitions were determined by local HIZ conditions.

The Lytton community fire disaster had the same general 
conditions leading to destruction as other WU fire disasters. 



Wildland Fire

Rapid fire spread 
and/or

High intensity

Severe Fire 
Conditions
Fuel, Weather, 

and Topography

Overwhelmed 
Fire 

Suppression
Resources cannot 

cover the exposure

Reduced/No 
Fire

Protection
Many homes burn 
without attention

DISASTER!

Multiple homes 
totally 

destroyed

Urban Fire

Multiple, 
simultaneous 

ignitions

How do WU fire 
disasters occur?



Wildland Fire
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High intensity
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Extreme Wildfire



Failed Wildfire Control during Extreme Wildfire Behavior     

High intensity crown fire, high growth rate from spot fires

Medium intensity surface fire, rapid flame spread/growth rates with spot fires

Continuous conifer forest

Grass and light shrubs



Wildland Fire

Rapid fire spread 
and/or

High intensity

Severe Fire 
Conditions
Fuel, Weather, 

and Topography

Overwhelmed 
Fire 

Suppression
Resources cannot 

cover the exposure

Reduced/No 
Fire

Protection
Many homes burn 
without attention

DISASTER!

Multiple homes 
totally 
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Urban Fire

Multiple, 
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ignitions

Extreme Wildfire
Houses 

Don’t Ignite 
and Burn

Is this possible? Can we prevent houses and other 
structures from burning during extreme wildfires 

and effectively prevent WU fire disasters?

Yes!

The local HIZ conditions principally determine 
structure ignitions, and those conditions can be 

readily mitigated to create ignition resistant homes 
and collectively, the community.



• No high intensity burning within the HIZ 
(structures or vegetation);

• High intensity wildfire spreading to the HIZ 
ceases in Zone 2;

An Ignition Resistant HIZ eliminates 
most ignitions by having:

• Low intensity fire can occur in Zones 1 & 2 with no flame contact or long 
duration burning (e.g. sheds, woodpiles, etc.), especially in Zone 1;

• Primary structure includes flammable attachments (decks, boardwalks, etc.);

• Nothing burns within 1.5 m Non-Combustion Zone;

• Wildfire and community sources of burning embers are the only ignition 
exposure to homes/structures. Mitigating structure ignitions involves the 
building materials and design.



Overlapping, Shared HIZs

Village of Lytton

High density community 
development has been a 

common situation in recent 
WU fire disasters. The Village 

of Lytton was such a case. 



70 m

HIZ

Overlapping, Shared HIZs

• The requirements for ignition 
and combustion do not change; 
but the need for property owner 
cooperation does.

• Structures separated by less 
than 10 meters can produce 
structure-to-structure flame 
spread.

• All properties within shared HIZs 
require high level ignition 
resistance to reduce everyone’s 
fire risk.

Village of Lytton



70 m

HIZ

Village of Lytton
Ignition Resistance

is not
“Fire-Proof”

Need to reduce potential 
structure-to-structure

fire spread in addition to 
ignition resistance

A surviving house in the 
Village of Lytton indicates a 
method for reducing urban 

fire spread



70 m

HIZ

Village of Lytton

This house survived!

The adjacent houses burned.

House X

X



July 12, 2021

Spread Path 1 Spread Path 2
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House S House N

Nonflammable stucco Nonflammable stucco

The nonflammable wall exterior sufficiently shielded 
House X from flame radiation to prevent ignition!



July 12, 2021
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House X



Recommendations
for an

Ignition Resistant Lytton Community



Overall:

The strategic wildland-urban fire priority for Lytton community 
residents, businesses, authorities and operational staff should be 
taking actions to reduce the ignition vulnerability and exposure 
within 30 metres (HIZ) of all community structures and 
infrastructure. (this combines all 4 strategic recs of the report, 
research aside)

One Strategic Recommendation



Categories:

1. Reconstruction and safe return of residents (recovery).
2. Active involvement of Lytton residents, businesses and 

stakeholders in wildfire risk mitigation activities (resiliency). 
3. By-law and regulatory mechanisms (administrative).
4. Management of non-residential lands (landscape).
5. Community infrastructure (resiliency).
6. Emergency response.
7. Ecosystem/fire management.

General Recommendations



1. Reconstruction and safe return of residents (recovery)
a. Shift priorities:  to reducing ignition potential of structures… w/ $$ funding
b. Adopt: Home Ignition Zone as the focal area for risk mitigation  
c. Utilize: the new “National Guide for WUI Fires” (2021, NRC)
d. Initiate: annual program to manage grassy fuel build-up, IN 2022

2. Active participation by residents, business & others (resiliency) 
a. WU Steering Team: ongoing forum for discussion, decisions, collaboration
b. Implement: FireSmart Canada Neighbourhood Recognition Program
c. Staff: Fire Departments to support/ facilitate these initiatives

3. By-law and regulatory mechanisms (administrative)
a. Amend: regulations, by-laws, building permit system
b. Mandate: selected mitigations (e.g. 0-1.5 m. non-combustion zone)
c. Explore: means of compelling compliance on private/corporate lands 

Categorized Recommendations



4. Management of public lands by AHJ (Village, LFN, BC Ministries)
a. Facilitate: veg/fuel reduction, by residents, in HIZ - beyond property lines
b. Enable: regular reduction of woody fuel on public/ private/ corporate lands 
c. Budget: provide adequate physical & fiscal resources for mitigation

5. Community infrastructure (resiliency)
a. Ensure: a reliable domestic/ emergency water supply & delivery system
b. Conduct: risk assessments & mitigation at all critical infrastructure

6. Emergency response
a. Equip and staff: for highly mobile, rapid initial WU fire response 

7. Ecosystem/fire management
a. Local: Enhance prescribed burning capability for  fuel maintenance
b. BC: Increased area burned (prescribed fire & modified wildfire response)

Categorized Recommendations



Making our homes/communities 
ignition resistant means…

…having wildfires without WU 
fire disasters.



Thank you!


